A Note from

the 2019 winner of The Great British Baking Show
I’ve always loved being in the kitchen! My fondest memories as a child are pummeling bread dough,
flipping pancakes, and licking the inside of the mixing bowl after making cake batter. My mum was a
bit of a hippie. She had five kids, so to manage her family she involved us with everything she did. She
didn’t simply give us chores; she made everything fun. She’d make it a competition of who could pick
the most raspberries in the garden, then the afternoon would be spent making jam, followed by jam
tarts and pretending we were presenting on TV. I think it is so important for kids to be having kitchen
adventures from a young age, as this provides the foundation for your whole life. Whatever age, we all
have to eat multiple times a day, so why not make it fun and healthy?
You need to be brave in allowing kids into the kitchen and give them space to explore. It is a balance:
keeping them safe, helping them, and allowing them to learn and make a mess. The recipes in Bake,
Make, and Learn to Cook are meant to be collaborative efforts, although as kids get older, they may be
able to start cooking and baking independently.
There has been a resurgence in baking and cooking in recent years, but so much of this has revolved
around cupcakes laden with buttercream or cookies that are 60 percent sugar. Bake, Make, and Learn to
Cook celebrates ingredients that make your food healthy, without compromising on flavor. There are so
many amazing ways to enjoy your sweet treats without resorting to sugar and butter. When kids make
the recipes themselves, they are way more likely to eat their creations (including the hidden vegetables).
The illustrator for this book, Rachel Stubbs, is one of my best friends, and we’ve been wanting to do
this book for years. However, my friendship wasn’t the only reason I wanted the book to be illustrated.
Nowadays food photography is stunningly beautiful, but very intimidating, especially when you know
your child will be expecting it to look exactly like the picture. Illustrations are less prescriptive, and it
means whatever you bake basically looks like the picture!
I hope this book encourages families to spend time dancing around the kitchen together and making
delicious healthy food.
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